The magnetizations of eight samples of Cu-Ni alloys
(1 % to 38 % Ni) were measured in fields up to 60 kOe at 4.2OK and 1.2 OK. The curves are interpreted as the sum of three terms : the diamagnetism of Cu, with a negative slope x,, the paramagnetism of non magnetism Ni atoms, with a positive slope x,,, and the magnetic of local moments carried by magnetic Ni atoms. At 1.2 OK, the high field part of the magnetization curves is linear within the experimental accuracy ; its slope is taken as X, + x,,, and its extrapolation to zero field gives the order of magnitude of the saturation magnetization a, carried by magnetic atoms.
On figure l a l/xN, per Ni atoms is plotted versus where U is the usual effective Coulomb interaction. If one Ni atom is nearest neighbour of this atom, the overlapping of the virtual bound states increases p by Ap and Up by A(Up). Taking this phenomenon as additive, the local susceptibility of a Ni with n Ni nearest neighbours is given by This formula can be conveniently simplified by neglect--ing the term Ap/p of the first bracket, as the main effect on X, is due to the denominator. Let m be the value for which this denominator vanishes. Then for n > m, X, is infinite (appearance of a local moment), and for n < m the local susceptibility takes the form :
Taking for P(n) the probability for a site to be surrounded by p Ni neighbours, gives :
On figure la, theoretical curves of l/xNM per Ni atom  FIG. la 
